A documentary on New Zealand musician DAVID KILGOUR also featuring THE CLEAN, THE HEAVY EIGHTS and NASHVILLE'S LAMBCHOP

Directed by Bridget Sutherland; Co-produced by Paul Judge

Nominated for the NZ Documentary Film Festival Awards, 2006

Shot in Nashville while Kilgour was recording his album Frozen Orange with members of Lambchop, the film offers a window onto Kilgour's creative process. Unique footage reveals Lambchop's world as David journeys from Kurt Wagner’s basement, to the recording studio of maverick producer Mark Nevers, to the underworld haunts of the Nashville music scene.

FAR OFF TOWN - DUNEDIN TO NASHVILLE HAD ITS WORLD PREMIERE AT THE 2006 NASHVILLE FILM FESTIVAL. OTHER MUSICIANS APPEARING INCLUDE YO LA TENGO, DAVID BERMAN, BONNY PRINCE BILLY, JASON AND THE SCORCHERS, BILLY JOE SHAVER, ALLISON MOORER, AND RAMBLIN’ JACK ELLIOTT.

Sutherland shuffles impressionistic imagery of decaying 20th century Americana while Nashvillians wax rhapsodic about the heyday of country music, when legends would work their way from the Ryman to Tootsie's to Ernest Tubb's in a single night. Then she watches The Clean co-founder Kilgour as he walks Nashville's current path of legends. It's hard to miss the inspirational message delivered by interviewee Dan Tyler: “Bad music can kill a culture.”

NOEL MURRAY, NASHVILLE SCENE, APRIL 20, 2006

There's none of the harsh editing and in-your-face camera work of MTV-style documentaries here. Instead it's a lot more observational, interspersed with candid interviews, and dreamlike sequences that evoke Kilgour’s music.

GAVIN BERTRAM, REAL GROOVE ISSUE 152 SEPT 2006

A valuable portrait of a music-infused city. [With] insightful interviews and some fine performances -- not just from Kilgour, the Clean and Lambchop, but also folk legend Ramblin’ Jack Elliott.

PHILIP MATTHEWS, NEW ZEALAND LISTENER, SEPT 9-15 2006

A psychedelic journey into the creative milieu of Nashville’s coolest recording studio, full of the rich and haunting music of David Kilgour and Lambchop.

FAR OFF TOWN is a colourful experiment in the rock documentary form; it does not attempt to contrive conflicts but rather gives us unprecedented access onto the creative inner world of this group of musical collaborators. Focusing on the making of Kilgour’s album Frozen Orange, we get an intriguing portrait of this enigmatic musician from New Zealand whose sixties-inspired dream-like music is irresistible.
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